Abstract-The notion of rough set was introduced by Pawlak as an uncertainty based model, which basically depends upon single equivalence relations defined over a universe or a set of equivalence relations, which are not considered simultaneously. Hence, from the granular computing point of view it is unigranular by nature. Qian et al in 2006 and in 2010 introduced two types of multigranular rough sets (MGRS) called the optimistic and pessimistic M GRS respectively. The stringent notion of mathematical equality of sets was extended by introducing a kind of approximate equality, called rough equality by Novotny and Pawlak, which uses basic rough sets. Later three more related types of such approximate equalities have been introduced by Tripathy et al. He has also provided a comparative analysis of these four types of approximate equalities of sets leading to approximate reasoning in real life situations. Two of these four types of approximate equalities; namely the rough equality and rough equivalence have been extended to the context of multigranulations by Tripathy et al very recently. In this paper we carry out this study further by introducing the notion of approximate rough equalities for multigranulations and establish their properties. We use a real life example to illustrate the results in the paper and also to construct examples in support of some parts of the properties.
I. INTRODUCTION
In modern days vagueness has become a co mmon feature in databases. Several approaches have been made to study such type of databases. Notable among them are the notion of fuzzy sets introduced by Zadeh [1] and the notion of rough sets introduced by Pawlak [2] . Since its induction Rough set based techniques have been found to be useful in handling uncertainty in databases, database anonymization, ru le generation and reduction of attributes [3] . The basic rough set theory depends on the notion of equivalence relations defined over a universe. But it uses a single equivalence relation at a time either d irectly or indirectly. So, it is unigranular fro m the granular computing point of v iew. Extending the idea of considering a single equivalence relation for granularity of knowledge, the notions of mult igranulations were introduced by Qian et al [4, 5] recently. In fact they introduced the concepts of optimistic and pessimistic mu ltigranular rough sets (MGRS). Several papers have been published since then. So me of the notable ones are the study of algebraic properties of M GRS [6, 7, 8] , extensions of MGRS in inco mplete informat ion systems [6] and topological properties of M GRS [6] . Many real life examples have been provided in these papers.
The notion of equality of t wo sets used in mathemat ics is too stringent as they are said to be equal when they have same elements and are not that useful in most of the real life situations. In real life situations a user utilizes available knowledge in order to decide the equality of sets, where as there is no such scope in the case of mathematical equality. Hence, Novotny and Pawlak [3, 9, 10, 11] introduced a notion of appro ximate equality using rough sets, described in terms of two subtypes called lower rough equality and upper rough equality. The rough equality of sets incorporates human knowledge in deciding the equality of sets instead of comparing their elements only. It was observed in 2008 by Tripathy et al [12] that even this definition of rough equality boils down to equality of sets which is clear fro m the definit ion. So, they introduced the notion of rough equivalence, which is free fro m such deficiencies. Later on Tripathy [13] combined the conditions of rough equality and rough equivalence to define two more types of approximate equalities; called the approximate rough equality and approximate rough equivalence. In a sense, this completes the group of approximate equalities using the concepts of lower and upper appro ximat ions of sets. Also, a nice co mparative analysis of relat ive strengths and weaknesses of these four types of approximate equalities has been made in [13] and it is established that the notion of appro ximate rough equivalence is the most general among the four. Recently, two of the four types of rough equalities; namely the rough equality and rough equivalence, have been extended to the context of mu ltig ranulations by Tripathy et al [12, 14] . It is natural to try to extend the other types to the context of mu ltigranulation and it is our aim to handle the concept of approximate rough equalities to the context of mult igranulations and study their properties. In this paper, we deal with both general and replacement properties in terms of both types of mu ltigranulat ions i.e. optimistic and pessimistic multigranulations.
The overall structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we provide definit ions and notations to be used in the paper. In section 3 we present the mult igranular rough equalities. In Sect ion 4 we introduce the concepts of mult igranular appro ximate equalities and establish their properties. We provide the conclusion in section 5 followed by the referred papers and other materials in section 6.
II. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
In this section we provide some of the definit ions and notations to be used. We start with the basic rough sets in the next sub section.
A. Basic rough sets
Let U be a universe of discourse and R be an equivalence relation over U. By U/R we denote the family of all equivalence class of R, referred to as categories or concepts of R and the equivalence class of an element xU  , is denoted by [x] R . By a knowledge base, we understand a relational system K = (U, Q), where U is as above and Q is a family of equivalence relations over U. For any subset P( ) Q  , the intersection of all equivalence relat ions in P is denoted by IND (P) and is called the indiscernib ility relation over P.
Given any XU  and RIND (K), we (45) associate two subsets, 
B. Multigranular rough sets
The concept of granular computing was introduced by Zadeh. According to this concept an equivalence relat ion on the universe can be regarded as a granulation, and a partition on the universe can be regarded as a granulation space. As mentioned earlier, fro m the granular co mputing point of view, two types of Mult igranulations have been defined using rough sets.
The optimistic mu ltig ranular rough sets were introduced by Qian et al [4] as fo llo ws. We note that in the beginning there was only one type of Multigranulation and it was not named as optimistic. After the development of a second type of Multigranulation, the first one was called optimistic and the second one was called as pessimistic [5] . We note that we are considering two-granulations only. For granulations of higher order, the definit ions and properties are similar. The notations used for the two types of Multigranulations were different in the original papers. But we follow the notations used in a recent paper by Tripathy et al [6, 7, 8] . That is we use R+S for optimistic Multigranulat ion and RS  for pessimistic Multigranulation, where R and S are two equivalence relations on U.
Definiti on 1 :
Let K= (U, R) be a knowledge base, R be a family of equivalence relations, XU  and , R S R  . We define [6] the optimistic mu lt i-granular lower appro ximation and optimistic mu lt i-granular upper approximation of X with respect to R and S in U as
Definiti on 2: Let K= (U, R) be a knowledge base, R be a family of equivalence relations, XU  and , R S R  .
We define [5] the pessimistic mu lti-granular lo wer approximation and pessimistic mu lti-granular upper approximation of X with respect to R and S in U as
Next we present some properties of mu ltigranular rough sets, which shall be used in the proofs of the results of this paper [7, 8] . 
C. Approximate equalities of rough sets
As described in the introduction, sometimes exact equality (equality in the mathemat ical sense) is too stringent to apply in day to day life. We often talk about equality of sets or domains, which can be considered to be equal for the purpose or under the circu mstances in real life situations. So, appro ximate equalit ies play a significant role in human reasoning. Also, it is dependent upon the knowledge the assessors have about the domain under consideration as a whole but mostly not the knowledge about individuals.
D. Rough Equalities
As a step to incorporate user knowledge in considering equality of sets, Novotny and Pawlak [2, 9, 10, 11] introduced the following concepts of rough equalities. 
E. Other approximate equalities
As noted earlier, the notion of rough equalities boils down to finding out equalit ies of sets in terms of the equalities of their lower and upper appro ximat ions. A much more generalised approximate equality which is almost independent of equality of sets, called the rough equivalence was introduced by Tripathy et al [13] . Later on two more types of appro ximate equalit ies called the approximate rough equality and approximate rough equivalence were introduced by Tripathy [15] . An interesting analysis on the effectiveness of these four types of appro ximate equalities have been carried out in [15] , which shows that the notion of rough equivalence is the most general among the four; where as the notion of approximate rough equivalence is the most natural one fro m the applicat ion point of view. So me algebraic properties of rough equivalence have been established in [16] .
Novotny and Pawlak [3] established eleven properties of rough equalit ies and stated that the corresponding replacement properties obtained by interchanging the top and bottom rough equalities do not hold. However, it was shown by Tripathy et al [13] that some of the rep lacement properties hold true and others hold true under suitable sufficient conditions. Validity of similar properties has been verified for all the other three types of approximate equalities. Algebraic properties involving rough sets using approximate equalities have been considered in [16, 18] . As far as mu ltigranular rough sets are concerned, the rough equality and the rough equivalence have been extended to define the corresponding approximate equalities so far [14, 17] .
In this paper we focus on defining multigranular approximate rough equalities, check the validity of the eleven direct properties and the corresponding replacement properties. We take a real life database to verify some of the results and also to construct counter examples.
III. MULTIGRANULAR ROUGH EQUALIT IES
The concepts of rough equalities for basic rough sets were extended to the setting of mult igranular rough sets by Tripathy et al [14] . A lso, the concepts of mult igranular rough equivalences have been introduced and their properties have been studied. We state below the different types of multigranular appro ximate equalities , wh ich have been introduced so far. The notions of mult igranular rough equivalences were introduced by Tripathy et al in [17] , which are as follows: 
IV. APPROXIMATE MULTIGRANULAR ROUGH EQUALITIES
In this section we introduce the notions of approximate rough equalities and study their properties. First, we define the two types of approximate mu ltigranular rough equalities below. (33)
A. Properties of Optimistic Multigranular Approximate Rough Equalities
In this section, we shall deal with the properties of optimistic mu ltigranular appro ximate equalities of rough sets. First, we establish some basic properties in the next subsection. 
B. Basic properties
. We may not get the equality in either case. Proof: Fo llo ws fro m (8) . and as
Proof: Follows from (5) and as
. 
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               XY R S R S    and so if R SX  U  then R SY  U  .
C. Replacement properties
In this subsection, we shall deal with the replacement properties of optimistic mult igranular appro ximate equalities of rough sets. 
D. Properties of Pessimistic Multigranular Approximate Rough Equalities
In this section we establish properties of pessimistic mu ltigranular appro ximate equalities of rough sets . First, we shall consider some general properties of optimistic mu ltigranular rough sets in the next subsection. It is worth noting that the properties (9) to (12) are similar in nature to that in the single granulation case. These properties are to be used in establishing the properties of pessimistic multigranular approximate rough equalities.
We define the following concepts which are to be used in establishing these properties . It is worth noting that some of the properties in section A above can hold true if some additional conditions are imposed upon using these concepts as it was done in the single granulation case.
Definiti on 10:
Let R and S be two equivalence relat ions on U and X, Y  U. Then
We say that X is optimistic bottom R+S -
We say that X is optimistic top R+S -included in Y iff
We say that X is optimistic R+S-include in Y iff X is optimistic bottom R+S-included in Y and X is optimistic top R+S-included in Y.
(36) Definiti on 11: Let R and S be two equivalence relat ions on U and X, Y  U. Then
We say that X is pessimistic bottom R*S-
We say that X is pessimistic top R*S-included in Y iff
We say that X is pessimistic R*S-included in Y iff X is optimistic bottom R*S-included in Y and X is pessimistic top R*S-included in Y. ROUGH EQUALITIES BASED APPROXIMATE REASONING As mentioned by Zadeh, approximate reasoning is viewed as a process of approximate solution of a system of relat ional assignment equations. We can consider the approximate equalities in this sense providing approximate reasoning. The usual practice is to generalize the modus ponens used in discrete mathematics fo r generation of rules. But here, we have used it in the first sense when we mention appro ximate reasoning.
VI. CONCLUSION
Rough equalities take human knowledge into account while dealing with equalities of sets. Four types of such equalities have been introduced in the literature. Extending the basic rough sets, which depend upon a single equivalence relation at a time, mult igranular rough sets have been introduced recently. Comb ining these two concepts together, the mu ltigranular rough equalities and mu ltigranular rough equivalences were introduced and studied by Tripathy et al very recently. In this paper, we introduced and studied the third type such combinations, called the mu ltigranular appro ximate rough equalities. Several properties of such equalities are derived.
